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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is to understand the effect of internal monologue/self-talk on introspection which helps in 

dealing with self-doubt and seeking validation in males and females. A total of 130 people voluntarily 

participated, aged from 18 to 25 years, 65 boys and 65 girls from Navi Mumbai and Mumbai city. A Self-Talk 

Questionnaire for self-doubt and seeking validation was developed by the authors. The questionnaire was 

circulated online through google forms pertaining to COVID restrictions. The value of Pearson's correlation 

coefficient was found out to be 0.3 which shows medium correlation between self-talk and introspection; 

therefore, supporting the hypothesis. Average and Standard deviation along with Cohen’s D was applied to 

understand the effect of self-talk on specific variables of introspection that is self-doubt and seeking validation. 

It was seen the self-talk and introspection were medium correlated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The 

effect of self-talk in helping with self-doubt was seen more in women as compared to men. But self-talk had no 

significant difference was seen for seeking validation between men and women.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

William James defined “self” as a conscious entity capable of experiencing physiological, emotional, and thought 

responses. The concept of the self is the central focus of most human psychologists.  According to the self-theory 

of American psychotherapist Carl Rogers, individuals perceive the world based on their own experiences. This 

perception affects their personality and leads them to direct their behavior to satisfy the needs of their total self. 

A person reacts to changes in their field of phenomena, which include external objects and people as well as 

internal thoughts and feelings., along with the knowledge that we exist as individuals. During childhood and 

adolescence, self-concept becomes more abstract and complex and organizes into various aspects of self-

perception, known as self-schema. 

Terminology ''I" has a broad meaning. It includes: (1) knowledge that a person is separate and distinct from 

others, (2) knowledge of how consistent a person is  over time, (3)  knowledge of how a person is a causal agent 

in the world, (4) attribute information  (eg: appearance, personality traits, habits) a person possesses, (5) 

information about  goals or motives and plans to accomplish them, (6) knowledge of roles and relationships a 

person's important relationships, (7) the outcome of self-assessments, and (8) the feeling or emotion a person 

experiences in response to one's own thoughts. Cooley introduced the first self-concept through socialization; 

how others see us. In addition, Mead defines ego as the ability to see ourselves through the eyes of others, 
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something we can only learn through socialization. The first stage of Kohlberg's theory of moral development 

introduced the concept that morality focuses on self-interest. The fifth stage of Erik Erikson's theory of 

psychosocial development is identity-role confusion, and it occurs in adolescence, beginning around age 12-18 

years. It is an intense exploration of personal values, beliefs, and goals. 

The term monologue refers to the act of long speech/dialogue vocalizing one’s thoughts and emotions for self or 

other some person. 

We depend on others most of the time while making a decision. But decisions which involve knowledge about 

our own can often be answered by us in the form of self-talk. Like choosing what you would like to have for 

dinner, or wanting to do exercise etc., self-talking and reaching a conclusion is what most people do. Self-

expression by letting out a thought, question, idea etc is important through inner speech.Intrapersonal 

communication takes place in an individual at different times. Two such modes are through self-talking or through 

internal dialogue. To distinguish both of them to be seen as an individual component may not always be possible. 

But nevertheless, self-talk is self-directed and internal dialogue can be referred to as engrossing in a dialogue 

with someone imaginary (with whom a real conversation is due). In this, our focus remains on the former part of 

intrapersonal communication that is self-talk. Inner speech/Internal monologue/self-talk can be referred to as a 

form of intrapersonal communication to understand our own self. Here the speaker and the receiver are the same 

person. These can serve as a basis to guide, motivate and criticize when needed in order to perform better. 

American Psychological Association defines self-talk as in which an individual utters phrases or sentences to 

themselves that is in a covert manner. The talk which we have with ourselves can be silent (within our minds) or 

aloud (literally speaking out loud). 

Researchers have conceptualized self-talk in two different manners. Traditionally, there has been emphasis on 

positive and negative self-talk; however, a slightly more contemporary conceptualization has been instructional 

and motivational self-talk. Negative self-talk often confirms and reinforces negative beliefs and attitudes, such as 

fears and false aspirations, which have a correspondingly negative effect on the individual’s feelings (e.g., a sense 

of worthlessness) and reactions (e.g., demotivation). In certain types of psychotherapy, one of the tasks of the 

therapist is to encourage the client to replace self-defeating, negative self-talk with more constructive, positive 

self-talk. In sport, athletes are trained to use positive self-talk to cue the body to act in particular ways, to cue 

attentional focus, to motivate, to reinforce self-efficacy, and to facilitate the creation of an ideal performance 

state. Motivational self-talk is designed to assist performance by increasing confidence, effort, and energy 

expenditure and by creating a positive mood. Instructional self-talk is designed to facilitate performance by 

triggering desired movement through correct attentional focus, technique, and strategy execution. 

It has been seen that inner speech plays a key role in self-regulation in problem solving and in planning associated 

with a variety of higher mental functions, including reasoning, planning and plan execution, attention, and 

motivation. It is a basis of some important functions like emotional regulation, coping and painful experiences, 

language development and speech production, perspective taking etc. The act of self-talk can be set-off by any 

kind of activity ranging from simply choosing what to wear to how to solve a difficult math problem.  

If effective communication is a key to a relationship, the same applies to an individual in keeping the body and 

mind well connected and understood. We have extensive study on the effects of self-talk in sports psychology 

and academics. But the need is to widen the scope to more simple and frequent activities and decisions. Knowing 

your own self plays a pivotal role; Inner monologue/self-talk gives an individual the insights needed for 

perspectives and opinions which the individual may hope/want someone else to convey. 

 

Self-doubt 

doubt can be defined as the state of uncertainty about the truth of anything. It can be through our thoughts, beliefs, 

feelings, opinions, decisions, opinions, and any "truth" we hold in our minds. We feel unstable. However, 

researchers also suggest that fear of specialty involves a degree of skepticism. Doubt can cause mental anguish. 

This can lead to three of the following actions taking place- 1) a change in action 2) a change in religion 3) a 

change in perception of actions. Cognitive dissonance can lead to feelings of insecurity and uncertainty. As we 

know, one of the ways to remove these dissonances is to change beliefs. Changing beliefs is a completely internal 

process, which is why self-expression can provide a great deal of clarity about what a person wants and what 

their views are. It can often be seen that the skepticism of women can be very high compared to men. Specifically, 

we can see this in an urban area where there are many opportunities and freedoms available; doubts about the 

ability to do the job increase. 
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Seeking validation 

Seeking validation from others means seeking their approval for your thoughts, feelings, beliefs, choices, values, 

and actions. The desire to seek validation stems from the basic human need to be liked and accepted by others. 

Seeking validation is beneficial for our future performance and confidence. But it may become a medium of self-

doubt if it continues for every task we do and could eventually result in lack of confidence and insecurity. It is 

generally seen that women have more of a need of seeking validation from their counterparts. And on the other 

hand if we look into males seeking validation it is generally from other males around and not usually females, 

general perception of females being inferior to men comes into picture. 

 

 

II. QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

1) I self-talk 

2) I self-talk only in specific situations of stressors 

3) Self talk boosts my confidence 

4) Self talk helps me in achieving a target in a better way 

5) I refer my own opinions when it comes to self-introspection 

6) My decisions feel reassured after internal monologue 

7) Constantly having an internal monologue fatigues me mentally at times 

8) My self-talk is a motivation for me 

9) Criticism/Labels don’t affect me after having a self-talk 

10) I have many realizations after I have had internal monologue 

11) I am driven to change after an internal monologue 

12) I often engage in self talk during a week 

13) Internal monologue provides me reassurance in situations of anxiety, stress or fear etc. 

14) I feel the need to constantly have approval from others 

15) I value my decisions from my self-talk and implement them without depending upon others for opinions 

16) The self-talk suppresses physical parameters of stress such as headaches, nausea, shortness of breath, 

shakiness, or stomach pain 

17) The self-talk helps to relax temporarily 

18) Having dialogue with oneself gives clarity of thoughts 

19) Positive self-talk stops me from over-thinking in situations 

20) I am satisfied with my performance after having the internal monologue 

21) I rely less on extrinsic motivation as having a self-talk provides me with intrinsic motivation 

22) I do doubt my opinions/decisions after self-talk 

23) I am able to cope/manage stress using self-talk 

24) I firmly choose for myself based on decisions after a self-talk 

25) I self-talk about the improvements to be made 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A detailed information was given about the population, sample and method of the study. 

 

Method and sample 

 

Research group 

The study was conducted with a group of 130 individuals, 65 individuals that is 50% are male and 65 individuals 

that are 50% female; from the age group 18 to 25 years old. The individuals were from different spheres of 

academics. A google form was circulated among the participants which clearly stated the aim of the study. 

Instructions were also given in the google form before starting with the questionnaire. 
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Age distribution of the test-takers 

Table 1: Age distribution 

AGE NUMBER OF RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

18 22 16.92 

19 34 26.15 

20 33 25.38 

21 22 16.92 

22 9 6.92 

23 7 17.69 

24 2 1.53 

25 1 0.76 

 

Gender distribution of test-takers 

Table 2: Gender distribution 

GENDER NUMBER OF RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

Female 65 50% 

Male 65 50% 

Other 0 0% 

 

Tools used 

As a data collection tool a self-developed inventory for self-talk was used. It contained 25 statements. Each item 

had the following alternatives- Always, Often, Sometimes, Rarely and Never; whatever is the most appropriate 

to the participant was to be chosen. 

 

 

IV. SCORING 

 

Each item was scored on the scale of 1 to 5 except for statement number 7,14 and 22. Always is given a score of 

5, Often a score of 4, Sometimes a score of 3, Rarely a score 2 and Never a score 1. Item number 7, 14 and 22 

are reverse scored as always is given a score of 1, often a score of 2, sometimes a score of 3, rarely a score of 2 

and never a score of 1. The items 1, 2 and 12 measure the frequency of self-talk. The items 3, 4, 5, 7,8, 13, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 20 and 23 measured self-doubt. Whereas, items 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 21, 22, 24 and 25 measured the 

validation needed for a person. The self-doubt and validation variable was compared between males and females. 

 

Data Analysis 

The data obtained was analyzed using Pearson's correlation coefficient which was found to be 0.33 indicating 

moderate level correlation between two variables that is self-talk and introspection. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

 

The primary aim of this pilot research paper was to understand the effect of self-talk on introspection. 

Furthermore, to understand self-doubt and seeking validation from others for males and females. 

First, the frequency of self-talk was found out initially. It was 3.66 for females and 3.57 for males. Any frequency 

above 2.5 was considered for the sake. This helped the authors to move with the study as an acceptable frequency 

would ensure better study of variables. 

 

Discussion table 

Table 3: Statistics 

 Self-Doubt Validation Seeking N 

 MEAN 
STANDARD 

DEVIATION 
MEAN 

STANDARD 

DEVIATION 
 

FEMALE 44.83076 5.885812 35.56923 4.482498 65 

MALE 43.15384 6.493339 35.67692 4.921596 65 

      

M1-M2  1.676923  -0.107692  

POOLED SD  6.197025  4.707170  

COHEN’S D  0.270601  -0.022878  

Reference- 

N: No of Participants 

M1: Mean of Female 

M2: Mean of Male 

 

Pearson's correlation has been found between the study group of male and female engaging in self-talk with 

respect to introspection. The coefficient was 0.33, it indicates moderate correlation between two variables. 

 

Further, on comparing the specific variable of self- doubt for males and females. Cohen's d for self-doubt was 

0.27 which is significantly small but above 0.2. It shows that the effect of self-talk for dealing with self-doubt 

was comparatively more for females than male by a narrow amount though. Cohen's d for validation seeking was 
-0.02 which is a very very small effect and hence can be neglected. Overall, it was found that self-talk has been 

helpful to some extent in introspection for helping with self-doubt but not for seeking validation. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The main aim of this paper is not to find which type of self-talk is better or would best help in dealing with self-

doubt or seeking validation from others. Hence, we have not discussed types of self-talk we can use, but there 

can be a scope to extend the aim further as well 

This area of research is not much explored, the majority of studies conducted were the effects of self-talk in sports 

settings; more specifically the effects of self-talk in decision-making, performance enhancement, conflict 

resolution, enhancing or improving self concept, learning etc. is yet to be studied by researchers.   
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